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The Coca-Cola Corporation is dedicated to reverberation ideology of 

communal authority. The Board is designated by the shareowners to 

supervise their concentration in the enduring strength and the largely 

accomplishment of the production and its economic power. The Board 

provides as the eventual resolution manufacture body of the concern, 

excluding for individuals matters retained to or mutually shared with the 

shareowners. The Board elects and administers the associates of superior 

organization, who are charged by the Board with accomplish the production 

of the corporation. 

The Corporate Governance strategy, all along with the contracts of the all of 

the Board commission and the solution preparation of the Board afford the 

structure for communal supremacy at The Coca-Cola Company. 

Ethics Compliance: 
The core of the ideology and performance program at The Coca-Cola concern

is our signs of Business behaviour. The system conducts the business 

behaviour; involves integrity and reliability in all substances. All of the 

executives and administrators are essential to examine and realize the 

system and pursue its instructions in the administrative centre and 

generously proportioned society. 

The policy is managed by the company’s Ethics & Compliance commission. 

This cross-functional superior administration group supervises the entire 

principles and acquiescence programs and resolves system infringements 

and regulation. Our Ethics & Compliance workplace has functioning liability 

for edification, discussion, examining and estimation associated to the Code 
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of industry perform and compliance concerns. Relates internationally obtain 

a assortment of moral code and compliance instruction options controlled by 

the Ethics & Compliance Office. The company frequently screen and review 

the business to certify compliance with the system and the act. Coca-cola 

also sustains a constant rest of best-in-class values approximately the world 

that administrate how the company examine and hold Code concerns. In 

2008, it modifies the Code to promote progress its efficiency. 

More than 20, 000 contacts concluded more than 30, 000 personally and 

web-based Ethics and Compliance guidance conference from August 2007 in 

the track of June 2008. All correlates will obtain in-person Code of company 

performs guidance in 2008. The company has skilled the contacts Code of 

dealing accomplish, European Union rivalry law, Latin American opposition 

law, economic reliability, logical possessions and spirited intellects, drug-free

agency and avoids agency hostility. 

In 2006, company revolved out a simplified universal anti-bribery conformity 

program with partisan strategies, training and reviews. In accumulation, it 

extended the compliance program in the region of United State operates 

approved with opinionated policies, instruction and audits. 

Coca-cola associates, bottling colleagues, providers, regulars and customers 

can ask enquiries about the Code and former ethics and compliance 

subjects, or statement probable breach, through Ethics procession, a 

universal Web and telephone reports and exposure service. Phone calls are 

toll-free, and Ethics Line is accessible 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 

with obtainable translators. 
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Corporate Social Responsibility: 
Coca-cola Greece was lately documented for its commercial collective 

responsibility attempts with 3 honours at the esteemed CSR distinction 

Awards formal procedure. The CSR superiority Awards identify 

accomplishment transversely all industries, not only food and beverage, and 

are honoured by a commission includes of convincing stakeholders, such as 

nongovernment associations and administration representatives. The 

appreciation of quality in 3 sort’s exhibits the obsession of the coca-cola 

Company has for carrying the promises of subsist confidently stage to life at 

job and in the society. 

Continuous Achievement Award 

Human Resources Award 

Environment Award 

Vision 2020: 
The humankind is varying all around us. To prolong to succeed as a business 

for the next 10 years and beyond, we need to be required to stare forward, 

identify with the tendency and services that will figure out the business in 

the prospect and progress quickly to organize for what’s to come. We have 

to get prepared for tomorrow today. That’s what the 2020 Vision is all 

regarding. It produces a lasting intention for the production and supplies 

coca-cola with a “ Route map” for captivating mutually with the bottling 

partners. 
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Coca-cola Mission 
Coca-colas Roadmap commences by means of the mission, which is durable. 

It proclaims the reason as a corporation and provides as the criterion oppose

which the company consider the performance and resolutions. 

To energize the world… 

To encourage moments of confidence and pleasure… 

To generate assessment and compose a diversity. 

Coca-cola vision 
The Company’s vision is to provide the structure for the Roadmap and 

conducts each and every feature of the trade by explaining what the 

company require to accomplish in order to prolong attaining sustainable, 

superiority development. 

“ People: Be an enormous circumstance to do job where persons are 

enthused to be the best they can be. 

Portfolio: convey to the world a portfolio of excellence drink brands that 

predict and convince people’s requirements and desires. 

Partners: cultivate a charming system of consumers and suppliers; 

collectively they produce common, lasting value. 

Planet: Be a conscientious national that makes a distinction by serving 

construct and maintain sustainable communities. 
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Profit: exploit long-standing arrival to shareowners while being attentive of 

its all responsibilities. 

Productivity: Be an exceedingly efficient, lean and fast-moving organization.”

Task 2 

Management of Financial Risk 
According to annual report, it’s clearly evident that, certain fiscal risks faced 

by Coca-Cola Hellenic occur from unfavourable variations foreign Exchange 

rates, in interest rates, product prices and other market risks. Company 

Board of Directors has accepted the Treasury Policy and graph of Authority, 

which mutually afford the organized framework designed for every treasury 

and treasury associated transactions. 

Currency Risk 
Given the Group’s functioning performance, they are presenting to a major 

quantity of foreign currency risk. Coca-colas foreign currency disclosure 

comes up from disagreeable transforms in trade rates with the euro, the US 

dollar and the exchanges within its non-euro Kingdoms. Operation 

establishments begin mostly from the materials acquired in exchanges such 

as the US dollar or euro which can guide to maximum cost of trade in the 

functional currency of the country. 

Conversion establishments occur as several of its processing includes 

efficient currencies other than euro, and any change in the functional 

currency against the euro impacts our consolidated income statement and 

balance sheet when results are converted into euro. 
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Coca-cola treasury plan involves the prevarication of progressing Twelve 

month estimated operational outcomes contained by the distinct least (25%)

and maximum (80%) exposure stages. Prevaricating away from a Twelve 

month span may arise, theme to convinced greatest coverage levels, 

granted the estimated transactions are extremely credible. Where available, 

we use derivative financial instruments to reduce our net disclosure to 

currency changeability. These conventions generally established in one year.

Interest Risk 
The Team represents to market risk occurring from varying interest rates, 

first and foremost in the euro zone. Intermittently they estimate the required

combination of fixed and floating rate responsibility and adapt the interest 

expenses based on the required combination of debt. They cope up the 

interest rate expenditure by means of an arrangement of permanent and 

floating rate debt, interest rate switch and choice cap agreements. Though 

they have denial place of target for the assortment of set to floating rate 

liabilities, traditionally they have been extra showing to floating rates as this 

has be inclined to act as a expected evade against on the whole business 

risk. 

Credit Risk 
Credit risk is inhibited by a provisional procedure as to the option of probable

oppose parties for treasury dealings. The Company’s credit risk is handled by

launching a permitted opponent party and country confines, detailing the 

highest experience that they organized to admit with deference to individual 

counterparties or countries. The restrictions are reconsidered and observed 

on an expected basis. 
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Liquidity Risk 
The common strategy is to maintain a least quantity of liquidity engages in 

the structure of currency on the balance sheet when sustaining the stability 

of our liquidity engages in the variety of idle dedicated amenities, to make 

sure that the Company contain cost-effective admit to enough economic 

assets to convene the financial support desires. These embrace the routine 

backing of all its process in addition as the funding of the resource 

disbursement program. In order to alleviate the opportunity of liquidity 

limitations, Company make an effort to sustain a least of €250 million of 

fiscal headroom. Monetary headroom refers to the surplus engaged funding 

obtainable, later than considering cash flows from functioning performance, 

dividends, acquisitions, tax expense, interest expense and capital 

expenditure requirements. Risk Map: 
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10 

High 9 Quadrant II (Detect & monitor) Quadrant I (Prevent
at Sources) 

8 

Significance 7 

6 

Low 5 Quadrant IV (Low Control) Quadrant III (Monitor) 

4 

3 

2 

1 

1 2 3 4 5 

Low Likelihood High 
The risk map positions every risk in the next four Quadrants: 

Prevent at source risk 
Risks in this Quadrant are categorized as prime Risks and are rated High 

precedence. They are crucial risks that intimidate the accomplishment of 

concern purposes. These risks are mutually considerable in significance and 

probable to arise. They should be condensed or removed with defensive 

reins and must be organize assessment and testing. 

Detect and Monitor Risks 
Risks in the quadrant are momentous, but they are fewer possible to arise. 

To make certain that the risks stay little probability and are administered by 
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the concern suitably, they require observing on a revolving base. Detective 

powers must be positioned into a place to make sure that these high 

consequence risks will be identified ahead of they crop up. These risks are 

second main concern behind prime risks. 

Monitor Risks 
Risks in the quadrant are not very important, but contain a superior 

possibility of happening. These risks should be watched properly to certify 

that they are being properly supervised and that their implication has not 

distorted due to varying business circumstances. 

Low Control Risks 
Risks in this quadrant are equally improbable to take place and not 

considerable. They involve least observing and supervise if not consequent 

risk category. 

Task 3 

a) 

Risk Factors 
In Further the consequent issues, which may extensively influence the trade,

financial circumstance or results of operations in future periods? The risks 

explained below are not the single risks facing Coca-Cola Company. Further 

risks not currently recognized by company or that they presently consider 

being inappropriate also may effectively unfavourably affect the business, 

economic condition or result of operations in future periods. 
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Current risk faced by Coca-cola 

Health Concerned Risk 
Customers, communal physical condition officials and government officials 

are appropriately increasing concerned about the public fitness 

consequences connected with stoutness, mainly between adolescent 

populace. And also, few researchers, fitness supporters and nutritional 

procedures are cheering customers to decrease expenditure of sugar-

sweetened drinks, together with those sugared with HFCS or other nutritive 

sweeteners. Rising community anxiety concerning these matters; probable 

new dues and law-making system concerns the advertising, labelling or 

accessibility of the drinks; and harmful promotion consequential from 

definite or endangered authorized performance in opposition to the coca-

cola or other companies in its manufacture relating to the advertising, 

labelling or deal of sugar-sweetened drinks might decrease requirement for 

company’s beverages, which may possibly influence its profitability. 

Environmental Risk 
H2o (water) is the major element in significantly all of the coca-cola 

products. It is also a partial source in several parts of the world, facing 

supreme disputes from over utilization, mounting contamination, broken 

administration and weather change. As requirement for water prolongs to 

enhance all-around the world, and as water becomes scarcer and the 

superiority of obtainable water deteriorates, Company’s classification might 

obtain increasing production costs or face potential boundaries which could 

destructively change the productivity or net purposeful returns in the 

extended run. 
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Business & financial risk 
The non-alcoholic beverages business surroundings is hastily developing as a

effect of, among other things, changes in customers inclinations, together 

with altered based on health and nutrition concerned and obesity anxieties; 

variable consumer tastes and needs; changes in customers standard of 

living; and spirited product and pricing demands. As well, their 

manufacturing is being affected by the trend toward consolidation in the 

market conduit, especially in Europe and the United States. If they are 

unable to successfully adapt to this rapidly changing environment, the 

company’s share of sales, capacity growth and overall economic grades 

could be depressingly affected. 

Risk factors which the Company may face in future 

Technological Risk 
Coca-cola relies on data based knowledge system and schemes, include the 

Internet, to progression, broadcast and shop electronic information. 

Especially, Coca-cola depends on its information technology communications

for digital advertising performance and electronic infrastructure in its areas 

approximately the world and between Company personnel and our bottlers 

and other customers and suppliers. Defence violation of this infrastructure 

can create system disruptions, shutdowns or unauthorized disclosure of 

classified information. If they are not capable to prevent such breaches, 

Company’s operations could be interrupting, or they might undergo 

economical damage or loss because of lost or misappropriated information. 
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Climate risk 
The sales of the products are inclined to several extents by climate 

circumstances in the markets in which they function. Strangely wintry or 

rainy weather conditions at some point in the summer months could have a 

provisional consequence on the insist for all its products and contribute to 

lower sales, which could have an adverse effect on our results of operations 

for such periods) 

Risk analysis & management techniques 
Risk management frequently concentrates on matters of indemnity. 

Conversely, there are number of further main considerations when 

evaluating areas of risk into a big business… initially; they require equally 

reliability and the infrastructural proficiency to make the progression. 

Secondly, they should entirely recognize their association, and its 

progressions and objectives. And thirdly, they must be consisting of support 

and hold up from the association and the administrative team. 

Coca-cola Amatol (CCA) comes under the category of being risk conscious, 

but not obsessed by dictatorial condition. CCA is increasing its risk 

management representation to manage enterprise-wide and supply to the 

eventual productivity of the business. This result will be achieved not only by

sustaining sound business decisions but also all the way through 

configuration of the organization’s strategies with its shareholders’ and 

investors’ aspiration to make sure that efficient business authority is in 

place. 
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CCA, inside the broader coca-cola structure, is on an ERM expedition. They 

are determined to take out the conventional split and ‘ soloed’ approach that

regularly exists in organizations and they are responsibility so by taking an 

approval and possession of the risk management process. 

At CCA they know the significance of the essential values of the ERM 

process. They are: a dedication to the journey; an reasonable framework that

embraces a general language; a uniform approach to- no matter the nature 

of the business unit or its objectives; a statement form that identifies 

stakeholders, corresponds the course and objectives; and drives literary 

modification; and ensuring advice of the outcome through an elimination of ‘ 

black holes’ or ‘ silos’. 

Risk Management Plan 
There are four stages to risk management planning. They are: · 

Risk recognition 

Risks Quantification 

Risk reaction 

Risk Monitoring and Control 

Types 
There are several definite risk management techniques as there are sort of 

industry, but once a risk has been recognized and considered, largely efforts 

at justifying the risk fall into four essential grouping in spite of the 

framework. The initial, prevention, can be as easy as not committing in 
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activity that manufactures the risk, but this not only eradicates risk but 

potential benefits as well. Risk reduction through concrete steps is far more 

general, and the particulars will be associated to the type of business and 

risk involved. Risk transference is also highly advantageous as when an 

accessible choice; it involves outsourcing the difficulty to an additional article

such as in the course of acquire of insurance. Ultimately, risk preservation is 

predictable in a few cases where the risks are either improbable, or the costs

of explanatory or transferring the risk are excessive. 

C) Communicating with stake holders 

Many of coca-cola stakeholders consist of all those who are generally 

influenced by or who most influenced the means the company run the big 

business. This includes customers, consumers, contractors, and workers, 

Government & supervisors, NGOs plus the confined communities in which 

the company operates. 

Coca-cola regularly connect with its major stakeholders as exposed in 

Diagram 

In addition, they conceded a detailed investigation in March 2007 to classify 

the most important areas of concern for its stakeholders. This implicated a 

succession of focal point groups with customers aged 18 and over and with 

workforce of both CCE and CCGB. It also incorporated the interviews with 

consumers, non-governmental organisations and the media. 
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The study exposed a strong agreement of estimation between the diverse 

stakeholder groups and provided an obvious graph of the areas of liability 

they most require to concentrate on all these areas. 

Coca-cola stakeholder study has also helped out to refine its prospect 

strategy on communal and ecological issues. On every key subject it 

contains ‘ Next Step’ – the act which has to be taken in the following year to 

certify that the business persists to make an optimistic impact. 

Consumer Communication 
On June 11 2010 Coca-cola has published that the Coca-cola Poland has 

completed a foremost move a head forward in how it instructs customers 

regarding recycling, by integrating its ‘ Recover-Recycle’ activity into every 

main coca-cola labelled or supported huge events this year. 

A vast My Coke sampling program, which happened between April and 

September 2010, is one of the key promoting performances where coca-cola 

Poland will report to customers about the profit of recycling through Recover-

Recycle. 

Conclusion: 
There is no doubt that the Coca Cola is the second largest beverages 

company in the world. However, it should work on above mentioned 

deficiencies to overcome them and strive to make its competitors lagged 

behind. The Company coca-cola have a corporate (Head Office) section that 

is liable for giving the Company a largely course and provided that sustain to

the provincial formation. Means considered choice at the Coca-Cola 
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Corporation are completed by a managerial Committee of 12 concerned 

Officers. This commission assisted to form the six strategic priorities set out 

in previous. The financial resources allocation for the Vision 2020 had been 

discussed under the six P’s as laid out by the company. International through

to grass-roots and the community, Coca-Cola has strengthened its position 

as a football insider and this helps to build the brand and corporate 

reputation of Coca-Cola. Last year, Coca-cola saw its sales decreased in UK 

market. In order to re create the sales, Coca-cola to define new 

communication plan such as ‘ Recover-Recycle’ activity. 
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